The objective of this study is to retrospectively investigate whether using the newly developed algorithms would improve radiologists' accuracy for discriminating malignant masses from benign ones on ultrasonographic (US) images. Five radiologists blinded to the histological results and clinical history independently interpreted 226 cases according to the sonographic lexicon of the fourth edition of the Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System and assigned a final assessment category to indicate the probability of malignancy. For each case, each radiologist provided three diagnoses: first with the original images, subsequently with the assistant of the resulting images processed by the proposed CAD algorithms which are called as processed images, and another using the processed images only. Observers' malignancy rating data were analyzed with the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. For reading only with the processed images, areas under the ROC curve (A z ) of each reader (0.863, 0.867, 0.859, 0.868, 0.878) were better than that with the original images (0.772, 0.807, 0.796, 0.828, 0.846), difference of the average A z between the twice reading was significant (pG0.001). Compared with the results single used processed images, A z of utilizing the combined images were increased (0.866, 0.885, 0.872, 0.894, 0.903), but the difference is not statistically significant (p= 0.081). The proposed CAD method has potential to be a good aid to radiologists in distinguishing malignant breast solid masses from benign ones.
INTRODUCTION

B
reast cancer is still one of the most common cancers and a leading cause of death among women.
1,2 Early detection and diagnosis are essential in reducing the mortality and improving the clinical curative rate and life quality of patients. Mammography has been a preferred method for breast cancer detection. Although the role of mammography for early detection of breast cancer is well recognized, mammography is very sensitive but not specific to detecting breast cancer; it also has limitations on cancer detection of dense breasts of young patients. 3 Sonography plays an important role in differentiating cysts from solid breast masses and is helpful in reducing the negative biopsy ratio. There is growing evidence that it can detect clinically and mammographically occult cancers. Also, it is now a key mode of imaging for the clinical diagnosis of breast cancer. A standardized lexicon for sonography, Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS) for US was developed in 2003 by the American College of Radiology. 4 It has been proven that sonographic features introduced by the BI-RADS were useful in distinguishing malignant masses from benign ones. 5, 6 But the diagnosis accuracy depends mostly upon the quality of images and the experience of radiologists. In order to further improve the performance, many computer-aided analysis methods have been developed. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] Shen et al. quantified all feature classes defined in the BI-RADS into eight computerized features and developed a classification system of breast lesions. They pointed out that the advantage for CAD system using the BI-RADS features is that the CAD system could be applied on different ultrasound systems. 8 Chen et al. developed a CAD algorithm with setting-independent features and artificial neural networks to differentiate benign from malignant breast lesions. 9 Huang et al. also developed a CAD algorithm using morphological features for classifying breast lesions on ultrasound, 10 and there are other experiments placed on the 3D US volumetric images for Classification. 11, 12 In these studies, computers are trained to assign a probability of malignancy, and the outputs were provided to the radiologists as a second opinion for breast mass discrimination. The previous studies showed the possibility of CAD in automatic classification of breast lesion, but the computerized features and outputs are always not intuitive for lesion interpretation and radiologists' diagnosis. To better display the BI-RADS sonographic features and provide more visible, easily understandable, and acceptable information for radiologists, we developed a CAD method to delineate mass boundaries and enhance the textures of the images. This study focuses on validating the effectiveness and usefulness of the proposed computer-aided diagnosis approach by clinical trials.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Image Database
Informed consent to the protocol was obtained from all patients in this study. The study protocol was approved by the Institutional Ethics Committee of Harbin Medical University for human research. Our experimental database consists of 226 female patients (mean age ± SD, 43.20± 11.43 years; range, 21-75 years) who underwent breast ultrasound examinations in the Second Affiliated Hospital of Harbin Medical University, Dec. 22, 2002 and Jan. 20, 2008 . A total of 839 ultrasound images of 226 pathology-proven cases were analyzed. Because of a high diagnosis rate for cystic lesions, even close to 100% by experienced breast radiologists, 13 cystic lesions were excluded in this study. On the basis of surgical excision or US-guided percutaneous core-needle biopsy findings, 106 (46.9%) masses were classified as benign and 120 (53.1%) were classified as malignant.
Ultrasonographic Examinations
All the sonography explorations were performed by a radiologist with more than 10 years experience in breast US. A Vivid 7 system (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI) equipped with a 5.6-14 MHz linear-array transducer that has 38-mm scan width was used.
Conventional ultrasonography was performed on the patients in the supine position with double breasts exposed fully or lateral decubitus position if the lesions were on the lateral of the breast. Both breasts were scanned directly and compared with each other. The ultrasound characteristics of lesions were obtained. The lesions were scanned along different directions and angles, and the occipitofrontal, transverse, and up-down diameters were measured.
Representative views of a lesion, a suspected lesion, or normal tissue were digitally recorded from the frozen images, and all images were saved in the database for double-blind analysis. One to nine images were obtained from each mass, and there was only one mass in each image.
Image Processing
Enhancement
At first, a region of interest (ROI) is manually selected by the radiologist from the full breast ultrasound image (Fig. 1) . Define the ROI in the full breast ultrasound image as I ori . In this study, the radiologist selects the ROI using software developed by ourselves. The brief description about the enhancement algorithm is as following. Firstly, the images are normalized by mapping the intensity levels into a desired range. Secondly, the images are fuzzified. The standard S function was used as a suitable membership function.
14 The maximum fuzzy entropy principle was employed to determine the membership function parameters. Thirdly, edge information and textural information were extracted to characterize the lesions' features. Scattering phenomenon is a main characteristic of ultrasound images and occurs when tissues are rough or smaller than the scale of the wavelength.
The Laws' texture energy measures are used to determine the textural properties of the ROIs in the fuzzy domain. 15, 16 The masks are used to depict the edge and spot features of the scattering that are derived from the five vectors. 17 Finally, the local information was used to define the enhancement criterion and contrast ratio, and the images were enhanced by modifying the contrast ratio using both the local and global fuzzy information.
Segmentation
The segmentation of the BUS images utilizes a novel level set-based active contour model. The energy function of the model can be written as the following:
Where C is the boundary between different regions, E C (C) is a regularizing term for controlling the length of the boundary curve, E R (C) is a region-based term for considering the global information of the image, and E B (C) is a edgebased term for considering the local information of the image. α, β, and γ are positive constants. 
Region-Based Term
Consider image I ori as a real positive function defined in a domain & R 2 , and the inner and outer regions determined by C are defined as Ω i and Ω e . Suppose the intensity distributions of both regions have a prior form, and the distributions can be estimated by using the actual intensities of the two regions. Then, we can define the actual intensity distributions of Ω i and Ω e as P i and P e and define the estimated intensity probability distributions of Ω i and Ω e as P E i and P E e . Define the difference measure between the actual and the estimated probability distributions as D(P, P E ), the region-based term can be defined as the total weighted differences between the actual and the estimated intensity probability distributions of Ω i and Ω e :
þ A e ÁDðP e ; P E e Þ;
where A i and A e are the areas of the inner and outer region. Here, the intensity distributions of different tissues are considered as Rayleigh distributions with different parameters σ 2 :
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The estimated intensity probability distributions can be calculated by maximum likelihood method.
Edge-Based Term
The edge-based term are defined as:
where γ 1 and γ 2 are constants, and g(x, y) is the edge indicator which can be calculated as the following:
where G Á ð Þis the Gaussian kernel, and I pre can be obtained by pre-processing the original BUS image I ori . The pre-processing is operated in two steps: (1) the image is de-noised by a novel ultrasound denoising method 19 and (2) the de-noised image is fuzzified for enhancing the contrast. 20 
Regularizing Term
For preventing over-segmentation, the length of the boundary curve is also introduced into the energy function, and it can be written as:
Level Set Implementation
To find the minimum of Eq. 1 using the level set method, a level set function : 0; 1 ð ÞÂ ! R can be introduced into Eq. 1. Let Ω i be the set x; y ð Þ x; y ð Þ > 0; x; y ð Þ 2 j f g , and Ω e be the set x; y ð Þ x; y ð Þ < 0; x; y ð Þ 2 j f g , then the boundary C can be defined implicitly by the zero level set of ϕ.
Then the energy function can be rewritten as the following:
And the gradient flow can be derived:
where ϕ 0 is the initial level set function. Finally, the steps of the proposed algorithm are:
• Initialize the level set function ϕ by ϕ 0
• Compute the actual and estimated probability distributions of the inner and outer regions • Update nþ1 from ϕ n • Check the convergence of ϕ; if it still does not reach the steady state, continue the evolution.
After segmentation, the boundary of the breast tumor, C, can be determined. And combining the boundary C and the enhanced image, the result image, I res , can be created as:
I res x; y ð Þ ¼ 255;
x; y ð Þ 2 C I en x; y ð Þ; x; y ð Þ= 2C & All the images in our database were processed by the proposed algorithms. The original and the processed images of each case were saved in separated folders.
Observer Study
Five breast radiologists with varied experience in breast US (range 5 months to 19 years) blinded to the image acquisition procedure analyzed all the cases independently. Three of the radiologists were residents, and the other two radiologists had 10 and 19 years experience in breast US, respectively. All the 226 cases were divided into two groups (groups 1 and 2) randomly; each group has the original and the corresponding processed images. At the first reading section, group 1 was presented to the radiologists with the original and then with the processed images; this design is to simulate clinical use. Radiologists interpret the case first without CAD, give a decision, then read processed images, and revise if they choose to. In this section, cases in group 2 only provided with processed images to analyze the performance of radiologists single with processed images. In order to reduce the bias from memory effect, the second reading section began 2 months later; the cases in both groups were reordered, respectively, i.e., group 1 simply with the processed images and group 2 with the original and then with the processed images presented to the radiologists. Each observer should interpret the cases three times, once with the processed images (observation C), once with the original images (observation A), and then with the both (observation B). The knowledge of clinical history and histological results were not available to the observers during the evaluation.
Before participating the study, all the five radiologists were presented a sheet of the fourth edition of BI-RADS lexicon for sonography; 4 all the observers were familiar with the descriptors during their daily work, and no formal training to the readers were involved in this study. Observers first interpreted each lesion according to sonographic BI-RADS lexicon. And then, the cases were assigned into a BI-RADS final assessment category to indicate the probability of malignancy, including the new subcategories of BI-RADS category 4. In this study, final categories (3, 4a, 4b, 4c, and 5) were corresponding to five classes: benign (category 3), small (category 4a), moderate (category 4b), or substantial (category 4c) likelihood of malignancy and malignant (category 5).
The radiologists made diagnoses according to the following criteria: Lesions displaying all of the signs suggestive of a benign lesion were assigned to BI-RADS category 3 (oval or round shape, parallel orientation, circumscribed margins, abrupt interface, enhancement or absence of posterior acoustic features, absence of surrounding tissue alterations). All lesions exhibiting a combination of at least three signs suggestive of malignancy were assigned to BI-RADS category 5 (irregular shape, nonparallel orientation, echogenic halo, posterior acoustic shadowing, and abnormalities of the surrounding tissue regardless of echo pattern). [4] [5] [6] Lesions were assigned to category 4 if they did not meet the requirements for benignity and did not show the combination of at least three suspicious signs, therefore, having indeterminate appearance. Determination of subcategories 4a, 4b, and 4c use the criteria described in the references.
4-6
Statistical Analysis
A receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was applied to assess the diagnostic accuracy of the radiologists at three conditions (with the processed images, the original images, and then the both). Sensitivity and specificity of readers' classification were calculated. The average area under ROC curve (A z ) was also tested. Difference of US features description between the two analyses with original (observation A) and processed images (observation C) were compared by Chi-square test. P value less than 0.05 was considered to indicate a statistically significant difference. Statistical analyses other than A z comparison were performed with SPSS for Windows software (version 11.5, Chicago, IL, USA). Medcalc statistical software (Version 8.0.1.0 Schoonjans, Frank) was employed to make A z comparison. 22 
RESULTS
Features
Two examples of the proposed CAD method are shown in Figures 2 and 3 . It can be seen that after enhancement (Figs. 2b and 3b) , the internal echo can be displayed better, the microcalcifications were clearer, and the margins are more distinct; the segmentation results help the radiologists to correctly judge the shapes, the margin features, and the orientations of the masses (Figs. 2c and  3c ). The final results of the proposed CAD method are shown in Figures 2d and 3d .
The comparative results of all the radiologists' assessments single with and without CAD were listed in Table 1 . A total of 226 cases were interpreted using the BI-RADS lexicon for US by five readers; of the seven characters, the descriptors of margin, boundary, and calcification were statistically different for the assessment in observation A versus observation C. Higher rates in spiculated, echogenic hole and microcalcifications were achieved using the processed images. Other features (shape, orientation, echo pattern, postacoustic features) were not significantly changed by using CAD algorithms.
ROC Analysis
The performance of radiologists in terms of the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (A z ) was shown in Figure 4 and Table 2 , respectively. For the three-time evaluations (observations A, B, and C), observation A (evaluation with the original images) has the lowest diagnosis rate (ranged from 0.772 to 0.846, average 0.810), and observation B (evaluation with processed images aid) has the highest diagnosis rate (ranged from 0.866 to 0.903, average 0.878); the difference is statistically significant (pG0.001). Additionally, performance of observation C (evaluation only use the processed images) is also better than observation A; difference of average A z is statistically significant (pG0.001). Otherwise, the diagnostic rate of observation B is generally higher than observer C, but the different is not significant.
Among the five readers, Radiologist 1 obtained the largest A z value improvement when reading with CAD; the A z value for this radiologist was 0.772 without CAD and 0.866 with CAD. The accuracy of this radiology resident with CAD was comparable or slightly superior to that of the experienced radiologist (0.856). Compared with observation A, the improvement of observation C in A z values were statistically significant for three of five radiologists (pG0.001), and the accuracy of the other two experienced radiologists (radiologists 1 and 2) were also improved, but neither of the improvements in A z values was statistically significant (p=0.105 and p= 0.242, respectively); for observation B, performance of all the five radiologists were statistically improved (pG0.001or pG0.05).
Accuracy
All the results suggested that when the categories 3 and 4a were diagnosed as negative and categories 4b, 4c, and 5 were diagnosed as positive, the highest accuracy (minimal false negative and false positive results) would be achieved. The sensitivity and specificity of radiologists in classification of masses were clearly shown in Figure 5 . For most of the radiologists, the two performance indices were in upward tendency among observations A, C, and B, and both of the indices were improved as the computer aid was used. On the basis of pre-CAD interpretations, the average sensitivity and specificity of radiologists' classification were 80.27% and 69.60%. After CAD image was reviewed, the indices rose to 88.61% and 74.71%. Additionally, observation C had an average sensitivity of 86.90% and specificity of 70.79%. Compared with this perform- Observation A shows the data of interpretations using the original images. Observation C shows the data of interpretations using the processed images ance, specificity of observation B was further increased, but sensitivity change was not significant.
DISCUSSION
Computer-aided diagnosis of radiological images has become a rapidly expanding field of research, but its efficacy still needs further validation by clinical trails. In this study, the CAD algorithms including enhancement and segmentation were examined. One of the advantages in this study is using both clinical (observation B) and laboratory experiment (observation C) for evaluation. The confounding bias of repeat reading and memory were excluded. As the results illustrated, observation C is to simply evaluate the performance of the proposed CAD algorithms. Observation B yields better accuracy results than observation C; in another words, combined usage of the original and processed images produced a better performance.
Additionally, accuracy data indicate that the increment in the sensitivity and specificity of the two observation sets were not homogeneous. Assessments using the processed images show significant increase in sensitivity, and specificity improvement was not obvious. In observation B, both kinds of images were employed, and not only the sensitivity but also the specificity were increased. The results of this study suggested that CAD algorithms show advantage in displaying the texture and margin features of the mass and provide more information to the readers, but to avoid missing diagnosis of breast cancer, it always leads to a higher false-positive rate in diagno- 
sis.
23,24 For presence of microcalcifications in the mass is one of the malignant signs; the enhancement algorithm enhanced the texture of the mass and made the microcalcifications more obvious. This improvement helps the readers to increase their diagnosis sensitivity. But for a few benign cases, the microcalcifications can also appear; since the cost of misdiagnose for a malignant lesion is much greater than that for a benign lesion, readers are advised to make a positive rating when they observe the microcalcifications. However, other feature improvements such as distinct margin help increase diagnosis specificity; the condition mentioned above may partly lower the general improvement in specificity. Radiologists' experience and confidence may be responsible for lesion analysis and the final interpretation of an examination.
There are several limitations to our study. No formal training for BI-RADS lexicons was employed in this study; Berg et al. 25 reported that BI-RADS training will result in improved agreement, but the observers in this study were familiar to the descriptors in their daily work.
Another disadvantage is the retrospective nature of the analysis. For all cases involved in our dataset were confirmed by pathological examination, the proportion of malignant cases (53.1%) far exceeds that in daily practice. Although the prevalence of cancer in the dataset was not disclosed to the observer, higher prevalence of malignant cases would cause an increase in sensitivity. However, with the same dataset, the trend of the sensitivity among reading sections is similar.
In conclusion, the study demonstrated that the proposed CAD has great potential in distinguishing malignant from benign breast masses. Combined usage of the original and processed images is better than to use them separately.
